Maximum a posteriori (MAP) sequence detection for channels with intersymbol interference (ISI) has previously required knowledge of the channel sampled impulse response (SIR). Generally the SIR coefficients are determined via least mean square (LMS) or recursive least squares (RLS) estimation algorithms. For many unguided media channels such as mobile radio and high frequency (HF) radio which exhibit a time-varying SIR, these estimators must be adaptive. Adaptive estimators often fail to track adequately and are a major source of detector deterioration. A novel, blind maximum likelihood sequence detection (BMLSD) formulation without the need for extemal channel SIR estimation is proposed. A new method for resolving ambiguity in the channel delay is also included. The BMLSD performance is evaluated via simulation.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known [I] that the optimum filter for a received signal with no intersymbol interference (ISI) and additive white Gaussian noise is one matched to the signal. Matched filtering of a received signal with IS1 will still maximise the signal to noise ratio (SNR) without altering the ISI, but will "colour" the noise. Any further filtering at this point to reduce the IS1 will be at the expense of the SNR. A matched filter followed by an equaliser is the optimum linear system for a received signal with IS]. However for severe multipath channels, a non-linear technique such as decision feedback equalisation (DFE) or maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) may be required. Although more complex, the optimum MLSD is preferred for such channels, often employing the Viterbi algorithm to reduce computation [2] . The conventional MLSD metric requires knowledge of the channel sampled impulse response (SIR) to form the trellis through which it traces the most likely data sequence. In high frequency (HF) radio and mobile communications channels, dispersion causes the SIR coefficients to vary. Conventional least mean square (LMS) and recursive least squares (LS) algorithms often fail to estimate these time-varying channels accurately enough even with a large training overhead. Channel estimator performance is further reduced by detection delay and detection errors. Irreducible detector error rates result.
Recently techniques which combine data sequence detection and channel estimation have been investigated to overcome these problems [3]. Note that in all of these methods, channel estimation bill.cowley@unisa.edu.au in some form is included. Here we do not attempt to estimate the channel. Instead we integrate over all possible channels when forming the sequence metric for the MLSD. By removing the channel estimator, no training sequence is required to be transmitted. This is a distinct advantage, expected to outweigh any increases in complexity, in some applications. In this paper we only consider a time-invariant channel with symbokpaced components. An earlier version of this approach [4] used a real valued time-varying channel model and numerical integration rather than the complex valued closed form result obtained in this paper. 
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MAP SEQUENCE DETECTION
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) transmitted data sequence is
where Pu(u I y) is the conditional probability that the data
lT was transmitted given that the sequence y has been received. By application of Bayes' Rule we obtain (4) where puy(u,y) is the joint probability density of the sequences U and y. As py(y) is independent of the selection of U it can be omitted without affecting the maximisation over U. Equation ( and covariance matrix 2,. This may be viewed as providing the detector with an estimate mg of the channel and some information X, on how accurate that estimate is. The channel coefficients are assumed to remain stationary over the observation interval of the detector. Note that the conventional MLSD metric uses a channel estimate which it assumes is correct. From equations (3), (6), (7) and (8), setting the appropriate integration limits, the maximum likelihood (ML) data sequence is (10) where from equations (7) and (8) The integral in equation (IO) 
If we now substitute equations (17) and (18) into (16), the ML data sequence becomes
where from equations ( 
Substituting equations (22), (23) and (28) into equation (19)
we obtain the ML data sequence which is identical to conventional MLSD with mg as the channel estimate. For small a; we therefore expect the performance of this metric to be similar to that obtained for the conventional metric.
Equivalence to PerSurvivor Least Squares MLSD
In this section we show that as the variance of the channel coefficients becomes large, the metric in equation (16) 
b! (32) and so the quantity to be minimised in equation (19) 
PERFORMANCE
To determine the performance of the detection metric derived in Section 3, differentially encoded binary phase shift keyed (DBPSK) symbols were transmitted over a time-invariant multipath channel model. The bit error rate (BER) at each .!$,/No value was measured for three different noise seeds and the average value plotted. The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum BER measured. The theoretical probability of error bounds may be calculated by considering detection error sequences.
Implementation
The Viterbi algorithm is used for ML detection of the input sequence U. The memory of the detection metric is limited to a length, L. Although the detector should then have M L states, only a MNg state detector is used. The reduced state implementation did not cause any noticeable performance degradation. The BMLSD metric in equation (1 9) was implemented both directly, and using LU decomposition [9] . The required computation was of order Ni. For length two and three channels, this resulted in a increase in execution time by approximately ten with respect to the conventional MLSD. Recursive algorithms have been developed to reduce computation.
For comparison a conventional MLSD and LMS channel estimator were also implemented. Both the MLSD metric and LMS algorithm had exponentially decaying memory, with a forgetting factor equal to that used for the BMLSD. The MLSD was implemented using the Viterbi algorithm.
Simulation Results
In Figure 2 the effect of varying the channel mean mg with g = (0.873,0.436,0.218) is shown for U; = 1 X lo4. As expected the sensitivity to an "incorrect channel estimate" is the same as that obtained with the conventional MLSD metric. Increasing 0:
to 0.1 removes the sensitivity to variation of mg, as shown in [IO] . The other type of error that has been observed is "delay ambiguity". This occurs when the detector chooses a time shifted version of the correct transmitted data sequence. This type of behaviour is often seen when the number of paths in the metric formula is larger than that in the actual channel, or when all elements of mg are the same magnitude. This kind of error is also prevalent in time-varying channels. We prevented this type of error by adding some external timing information. This was done by periodically rotating the phase of the transmitted data. We 
CONCLUSIONS
The performance shown by this metric over a time-invariant channel is superior to that obtained with the conventional MLSD and an untrained LMS estimator. This algorithm has also allowed information about the accuracy of the channel estimate to be given to the detector, in the form of U; For example the technique could be used with a channel estimator providing both mg and ai to improve overall performance. This new BMLSD metric is a generalisation of both the conventional MLSD and persurvivor processing techniques.
